INTRODUCTION
Triplex-forming GAA/TTC trinucleotide repeat tracts are a common sequence motif present in many prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes (Clark et al., 2006; Kassai-Já ger et al., 2008) . They are particularly abundant in mammalian genomes including humans where GAA/TTC loci were found to be highly polymorphic (Clark et al., 2004) . Repeat tracts can both contract and expand, the latter feature is responsible for the inactivation of the FXN gene causing Friedreich's ataxia (FRDA) (Campuzano et al., 1996) . FRDA patients are carriers of expanded repeats ranging from 66 to 1,700 copies, whereas normal individuals bear <65 repeats (Campuzano et al., 1996; Clark et al., 2004 and references therein). It has been demonstrated that premutation (34-65 repeats) and mutant (>66 repeats) alleles are unstable in both proliferating and terminally differentiated cells wherein the tissue type is one of the determinants of instability (Clark et al., 2007; De Biase et al., 2007a , 2007b . Although in most somatic cells contractions are a predominant class of tract length variations, neuronal cells exhibit an expansion bias. The ability of GAA/TTC repeats to undergo tract length variations is not only confined to human cells. Long tracts are also highly unstable in bacteria, yeast, and mice with contractions being the most predominant class in microbial systems (Bourn et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2008; Krasilnikova and Mirkin, 2004; Pollard et al., 2004) .
Besides being prone for size variations, expanded GAA/TTC tracts were also found to induce recombination and gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) in bacteria and yeast (Kim et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2011; Vetcher and Wells, 2004) . In yeast, this ability of repeats to compromise genome integrity is attributed to double-strand break (DSB) formation. We demonstrated that replication is a factor in GAA/TTC-mediated fragility and rearrangements (Kim et al., 2008) . In contrast, Tang et al. (2011) found that mitotic crossover stimulated by GAA/TTC tracts results from DSB formation on unreplicated chromosomes, where the breakage was deduced to occur at the G1 stage of the cell cycle.
Overall, size variations in GAA/TTC tracts and repeat-associated fragility happen in both actively dividing and nondividing cells. This likely reflects the complexity of the processes that affect repeat metabolism where DNA replication, transcription, repair, and chromatin organization are all contributing factors to the genetic instability. The homopurine/homopyrimidine nature of GAA/TTC tracts along with their intrinsic mirror symmetry provide the repeats the ability to adopt triplex (or H-DNA) secondary structure (reviewed in Frank-Kamenetskii and Mirkin, 1995) . The formation of triplex structure is considered to be one of the main triggering events for repeat-associated instability. Triplex formation is facilitated in single-stranded regions that are natural intermediates during replication, transcription, and repair. Consequently, stable secondary structure, which is an abnormal template for DNA and RNA synthesis, can hinder DNA and RNA polymerase progression (Kim et al., 2008; Krasilnikova et al., 2007 and references therein). The attempt to repair or bypass these impediments eventually results in destabilization of the repeats (Bourn et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2008; Shishkin et al., 2009) .
In yeast, using two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis, we found that long GAA/TTC tracts can stall the progression of the replication fork in a plasmid and in the chromosome when the GAA strand is a template for lagging strand synthesis (Kim et al., 2008; Krasilnikova and Mirkin, 2004) . The propensity of the repeats to block the replication fork also correlates with their ability to stimulate chromosomal breakage and rearrangements (Kim et al., 2008) . At the same time, GAA/TTC expansion potential is not dependent on the orientation of the repeats relative to replication origin (Shishkin et al., 2009 ). However, expansions are stimulated in the replication-checkpoint surveillance mutants tof1 and csm3, and compromised in sgs1, rad5, and rad6 mutants defective in repair and postreplicative template switch. These data point strongly toward the existence of replication problems imposed by the repetitive tracts on leading as well as on lagging strands in actively dividing cells.
GAA/TTC tracts can efficiently block transcription elongation both in vitro and in vivo, presumably due to triplex formation (Krasilnikova et al., 2007 and references therein) . Also, it has been shown that expanded alleles in the first intron of the FXN gene can promote spreading of repressive chromatin marks that can reach the promoter and affect transcription initiation (reviewed in Kumari and Usdin, 2012) . Both deficiencies in elongation and initiation of transcription are implicated in the FRDA pathology. At the same time, a change in the level of transcription across repeats has a strong effect on repeat instability. In human cell lines, induction of transcription promotes deletions (Soragni et al., 2008) . Increasing or decreasing the basal level of transcription antagonizes expansions (Ditch et al., 2009 ). The emerging mechanism of the repeat instability associated with transcription is the accumulation of persistent DNA-RNA hybrids (R-loops) in the tract regions resulting from RNA polymerase stalling (Belotserkovskii et al., 2010; Grabczyk et al., 2007; McIvor et al., 2010; Reddy et al., 2011) . R-loops are known recombinagenic substrates (reviewed in Aguilera and Gó mez-Gonzá lez, 2008) , and the processing of these structures has been implicated in destabilization of GAA/TTC repeats (McIvor et al., 2010) . Repeat instability documented in nonreplicating cells can be explained by transcription-associated mechanisms. Collision of DNA polymerase with trapped RNA polymerase at R-loops can also be a factor in generation of breaks and size variations in activelydividing cells (Rindler and Bidichandani, 2011) .
In this study, we carried out a systematic and unbiased genome-wide screen in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae to identify genes that govern GAA/TTC repeat instability. A complete set of 4,786 deletion mutations and 800 essential genes, for which expression is either regulated by doxycycline or compromised due to mRNA perturbation, was tested. The screen identified 33 mutants that destabilize the repeats. We determined that most of the mutations that augment GAA/TTC fragility also increase the rate of repeat expansions, indicating that both types of instability can be driven by a common initiating event. We found that defects in proteins that constitute the core of the replisome and replication-pausing checkpoint surveillance strongly increase GAA/TTC fragility and expansions. A dysfunction of origin and telomere also stimulates breakage and expansions. Surprisingly, another major class of mutants exhibiting hyperinstability belongs to transcription initiation. Consistently, we have found that GAA/TTC repeats serve as promoters and recruit transcription initiation factors. Our findings suggest that problems imposed by the triplex structure during DNA replication are a major triggering event in chromosomal fragility and size variations operating in actively dividing cells. At the same time, proper transcription initiation at GAA/TTC tracts is a guardian of repeat stability in both dividing and nondividing cells. We propose that similar mechanisms can mediate detrimental metabolism of GAA/TTC tracts in human cells.
RESULTS
Genome-wide Screen of Mutants that Augment GAA/ TTC Fragility To identify mutants exhibiting an increased level of fragility mediated by GAA/TTC repeats, we carried out genome-wide screening of three collections of strains purchased from Open Biosystems. A total of 4,786 deletion mutations (YKO collection) and 860 essential genes, whose expression is either regulated by doxycycline (yTHC collection) or compromised due to mRNA perturbation (DAmP collection), were tested. The scheme for combining mutant alleles marked with kanMX cassette and GAA/TTC tracts is based on the approach developed by Tong et al. (2001) with modifications ( Figures 1A and 1B ; Experimental Procedures). Hyper-GCR mutants were identified based on the increased number of papillae in a visual comparison to wildtype strain ( Figure 1C ). Because the GCR rate induced by (GAA) 230 repeats ($2 3 10 À6 ) is approximately ten times higher than the mutation rate ($3 3 10 À7 ) at the CAN1 locus in wildtype strains, the screen preferentially selects for GCR inducers or strong mutators.
To verify the effect of hyper-GCR mutants and to distinguish them from strong mutators at the CAN1 locus, we introduced the alleles into strains carrying the GCR assay described in Kim et al. (2008) . The ADE2 marker placed between CAN1 and LYS2 helps to differentiate between DSB-mediated arm loss and mutations in CAN1. In this assay, GCR isolates are manifested as canavanine-resistant red colonies whereas mutations in CAN1 give rise to canavanine-resistant white colonies (Figure 1D ). The effect of the mutations was tested in the strains containing 120 and 230 copies of GAA/TTC repeats and in the strains lacking repeats.
Hyperfragility Mutants Identified in the Screen
The screen identified 11 hyperfragility mutants from the YKO collection (Table S1 available online). After recreating these deletions in the color-based GCR assay, we excluded Dtsa1 from further analysis because this mutant exhibited a strong mutator phenotype but not increased arm loss (data not shown). The remaining ten mutants fall into two groups: DSB repair and replication. The first group consists of mutants deficient in Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 (MRX complex) and Sae2 activities. The MRX complex as well as Sae2 are nucleases involved in DSB end resection. In addition, MRX provides a bridge between the two broken molecules during DSB repair (reviewed in Mimitou and Symington, 2009 ). Previously we have demonstrated that breaks at GAA/TTC tracts are predominantly repaired via break-induced replication involving GAA-rich stretches on nonhomologous chromosomes (Kim et al., 2008) . It is therefore conceivable that the lack of extensive resection in mrx or sae2 mutants will allow for improved recovery of broken chromosome V due to increased probability of recombination between GAA regions. Moreover, in the absence of the MRX bridge, the acentric broken fragment of chromosome V can be lost more efficiently than in wild-type strains. Consistent with this, the GCR rates were $6-fold higher in mrx mutants than in sae2 (Table 1) . Hence, it is likely that a deficiency in MRX complex and Sae2 is not related to stability of the repeats, but rather reflects a change in the repair dynamics of GAA/TTC-mediated breaks.
The second group includes mutations in Rad27, the flapendonuclease, Rtt101-Mms1-Mms22, the proteins involved in the repair of stalled replication forks, and Tof1-Csm3-Mrc1, the replication-pausing checkpoint surveillance complex. Disruption of genes that encode for these proteins caused a 5-to 19-fold increase in chromosome V arm loss in strains carrying 120 and 230 GAA/TTC repeats. These data indicate that unperturbed replication progression and checkpoint sensing of the replication problems imposed by triplex structure are critical for the maintenance of GAA/TTC tracts. The list of alleles of the essential genes that altered GAA/TTC fragility (see below) also corroborates this conclusion.
The effect of the decrease in expression of the essential genes on GAA/TTC fragility was assessed using the yTHC and DAmP collections. Screening using the yTHC collection was more successful in identifying hypomorphic alleles that destabilize the repeats. Although during the initial screen doxycycline was used to downregulate expression of the genes, we noticed that the identified strains with TET-ORFs exhibited hyperfragility even without the addition of the drug to the medium (Table S3) . It has been shown that tetO 7 -driven expression leads to an increased level of mRNA production (Bellí et al., 1998) . However, we found that increase in transcription does not result in elevated protein levels and the TET-ORFs behave as recessive alleles (N.S. and K.L., unpublished data; Table S2 ). Therefore, we consider TET-ORFs to be mutant alleles (henceforth referred to as TET alleles). Overall, these mutants can be grouped into three main categories.
First, in agreement with results from the screening of YKO library, 16 hyperfragility alleles from the essential gene collections belonged to the DNA replication pathway (Table S1 ). They fall into eight distinct complexes or proteins including polymerase a-primase complex, lagging strand polymerase d, nuclease/helicase Dna2, single-strand DNA binding protein Table S1 .
Molecular Cell
GAA/TTC Repeat Fragility and Large Expansions RPA, clamp loader RFC, processivity clamp PCNA, replicative helicase MCM, and origin recognition complex ORC. Although Pol2, the leading strand polymerase ε, was not identified in the initial screen using the library, we found that replacing POL2 promoter with the doxycycline-regulatable promoter leads to hyperfragility. The effect of the mutant alleles on the GAA/ TTC-induced GCRs varied from 2-to 91-fold (Table 1) . These results indicate that a defect in replication machinery can tremendously affect the fragility potential of the repeats and intact synthesis of both leading and lagging strands is required for preventing the breakage. It is interesting to note the effect of the TET-ORC alleles. The LYS2 region is replicated from the ARS507 origin located $26 kb away. It suggests that the dysfunction of origin firing or improper assembly of the replisome in these mutants affects the efficiency of breakage at a distant site.
Second, ten1-DAmP hypomorphic allele was found to increase GAA/TTC-mediated GCRs. Ten1 forms a complex with Cdc13 and Stn1 that protects telomeric ends in yeast (reviewed in Giraud-Panis et al., 2010) . To determine if the hyperfragility of ten1-DAmP comes from a defect in expression of solely the TEN1 gene or results from the malfunction of the complex, we placed TEN1 and CDC13 under control of the tetO 7 -promoter. Both TET alleles caused a 4-to 11-fold increase in the fragility of 120 and 230 GAA/TTC repeats (Table 1 ). This suggests that proper maintenance of telomeres, the closest telomere being $40 kb away from the repeat locus, is important to prevent DSB formation.
Third, besides TET alleles of the essential genes associated with DNA replication, another major group of hyperfragile alleles comprised of genes encoding for transcription initiation proteins such as components of TFIID, TFIIA, TFIIB, and TFIIF complexes Fold increase in GCR rates in mutants compared to wild-type strains.
GAA/TTC Repeat Fragility and Large Expansions (reviewed in Hahn and Young, 2011) (Tables 1 and S1 ). The effect of transcription initiation mutants on GAA/TTC fragility ranged from an 8-to 44-fold increase over the wild-type. In addition, the TET-SPN1 hyperfragile allele that codes for a factor that functions in both the recruitment of RNA polymerase II to the promoter and the elongation steps of transcription (Lindstrom et al., 2003) , was identified. Although we acknowledge that the screen could have missed some mutants, especially those with mild effect on GCR rate, these data point toward two major pathways that underlie GAA/TTC fragility in yeast: replication and transcription initiation.
TET-TAF4 and TET-RFA2 Strains Exhibit Increased DSB Formation
In order to determine if the increase in GCR levels observed in mutants results from elevated levels of chromosomal breakage, we analyzed the accumulation of DSB intermediates in repeatcontaining strains. No breaks were detected in the wild-type strain containing 20 or 230 copies of GAA/TTC repeats when detection of the breakage was carried out in yeast cultures grown overnight. Two mutants with the highest levels of GCR events from replication and transcription initiation categories, TET-TAF4 and TET-RFA2, respectively, accumulated DSBs ( Figure 2 ). Densitometry analysis revealed that 12% and 21% of chromosomes V were broken in TET-TAF4 and in TET-RFA2 strains, correspondingly.
GAA/TTC Tracts Can Promote Transcription
In the screen for hyperfragile mutants, we have identified alleles for proteins specifically involved in initiation but not in elongation or termination steps of transcription. It has also been shown that GAA/TTC repeats exclude nucleosomes in vitro, perhaps due to the AT-richness of the tracts (Ruan and Wang, 2008) . In eukaryotic genomes, AT-rich regions are often loci of open chromatin where transcription can start (reviewed in Hahn and Young, 2011) . Based on these observations, we proposed that GAA/TTC tracts can recruit transcription initiation complexes and serve as noncanonical promoter elements in yeast. To test this hypothesis, we replaced the native promoter of the chromosomal TRP1 gene with GAA/TTC tracts of different lengths. The repeats were placed 56 bps upstream from the ATG codon of TRP1 in the orientation where during transcription GAA strand will be the sense strand. As expected, strains containing promoter-less TRP1 ORF did not grow on media lacking tryptophan ( Figure S1 ). Five GAA/TTC repeats led to a weak growth of yeast on selective media. Strains with (GAA) 20 and (GAA) 120 exhibited normal growth comparable to the strain bearing TRP1 expressed from its native promoter. Interestingly, growth was inhibited in strains with (GAA) 230 and (GAA) 400 . Plating serial dilutions on TRP1 counter-selective media containing 5-fluoroanthranilic acid resulted in reverse growth phenotypes: strains with 5, 120, 230, and 400 repeats grew better than strains containing 20 repeats. Moreover, 20 and 120 repeats placed in another orientation relative to the ATG codon (where TTC strand is the sense strand) also drove expression of TRP1 (data not shown). Consistent with these data, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) of TAP-tagged Sua7 protein demonstrated that this TFIIB transcription initiation factor is associated with (GAA) 120 tracts with an efficiency comparable to binding to the native TRP1 promoter.
Fragility Is Increased in Nondividing Cells in a Time-Dependent Manner and Is Amplified in TET-TAF4 Strains Increased GAA/TTC fragility in replisome-defective mutants suggests that DSBs occur during DNA replication. At the same time, the involvement of transcription-initiation factors in GAA/ TTC fragility predicts the existence of a second pathway for breakage where DSBs can be formed outside the S phase of the cell cycle. To check this premise experimentally, we estimated GCR frequencies in wild-type and TET-TAF4 strains carrying 120 copies of GAA/TTC repeats in cultures that actively divide during the log phase of growth and in those that are arrested at stationary phase. Yeast were cultured from <20 cells to saturation ($1 3 10 8 /ml) in liquid YPD and instead of rates, the frequencies of GCRs were calculated ( Figures 3A and 3B ). Wild-type and TET-TAF4 strains stop dividing $43 and 49 hr after inoculation, respectively. Cells were held at this stage up to $70 hr. The level of fragility in wild-type and mutant strains increased significantly after they reached stationary phase in comparison to actively dividing cultures ( Figure 3B ; Table S4 ). Holding yeast cultures at the arrested stage gradually augmented GAA/TTC fragility. GCR frequencies measured in cultures held arrested for 70 hr were $70-fold higher than those in log-phase cultures for both wild-type and TET-TAF4 mutants. Overall, fragility frequencies in TET-TAF4 mutants were 5-to 30-fold higher than in wild-type in both logarithmic and stationary phases.
To obtain direct evidence for time-dependent chromosomal breakage in nondividing cells, accumulation of DSB intermediates in the log phase and the arrested cultures was monitored ( Figure 3C ). No broken molecules were detected in wild-type strains carrying 20 or 230 GAA/TTC repeats at any analyzed time points. Consistent with the measurements of the GCR rates, in the TET-TAF4 (GAA) 230 strain, there was an increase in the amount of broken molecules when cells spent more time in the stationary phase. The fraction of DSBs at the beginning of the stationary phase was 3%, which increased to 13% and 18% at 20 hr and 70 hr after arrest, respectively.
These data demonstrate that fragility occurs and is amplified in nondividing cells. Elevated fragility in TET-TAF4 compared to wild-type strains in stationary phase suggests that intact transcription initiation is important in controlling GAA/TTC stability in nondividing cells.
Mutations Conferring Hyperfragility Also Induce LargeScale Repeat Expansions Formation of triplex structure by GAA/TTC repeats was proposed to be a triggering event for both fragility and tract length variations (Kim et al., 2008; Shishkin et al., 2009 ). Hence, we reasoned that the identified mutants predisposed for GAA/ TTC breakage should also be prone to repeat instability including large-scale expansions. To address this experimentally, we introduced a selectable cassette containing 100 GAA/TTC repeats (Shishkin et al., 2009 ; Experimental Procedures) into the strains with hyperfragile alleles. The repeat tract is inserted into an artificial intron in the URA3 gene located 1 kb from the ARS306 on chromosome III. Expansion of repeats beyond 130 copies leads to the inactivation of RNA splicing, blocking URA3 expression. These events give rise to colonies resistant to 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA R ).
We measured the rates of expansions in colonies that grew for 3 days on YPD plates. A defect in Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 and Sae2 that caused increase in GCRs events did not change the rate of expansions (Table 2 and data not shown). This is in agreement with our interpretation of the effect of these mutations on the GCRs efficiency: mrx and sae2 mutants do not affect the stability of the repeats, but influence the repair step during GCR generation. Remarkably, all the other identified hyperfragile alleles profoundly affected the ability of GAA/TTC tracts to expand. The degree of impact of the mutant alleles on fragility and expansion also generally correlated. Malfunction of telomere maintenance caused a modest 4-to 11-fold increase in GCRs (Table  1) and 12-to 14-fold elevation of the expansion rates (Table 2) . Along with this, the rate of expansions was elevated 171-fold in the most fragile mutant from DNA replication group, TET-RFA2 and 58-fold in the most fragile mutant from transcription initiation group, TET-TAF4. To verify that the 5-FOA R colonies arose due to GAA/TTC expansions, but not due to changes in URA3 expression levels in transcription initiation mutants, expansions at the repeat locus were confirmed by PCR in both wild-type and TET-TAF4 strains. In addition, analysis of URA3 expression using reverse transcriptase PCR showed that wildtype and TET-TAF4 strains are comparable (data not shown). As demonstrated above, GAA/TTC-induced DSBs accumulate during stationary phase and intact transcription initiation counteracts the fragility. Transcription initiation mutants are also prone to tract expansions. Based on these data, we asked whether large-scale repeat expansions occur in nondividing cells during stationary phase. We estimated the expansion frequencies in actively dividing and starvation-arrested cells in wildtype and TET-TAF4 strains (Figure 4 ; Table S5 ). Interestingly, the expansion frequency in TET-TAF4 strains increased at the point of transition from actively dividing to the stationary stage. However, unlike fragility dynamics, expansions were not elevated upon holding cultures in the stationary stage, indicating that replication is required for this process. In fact, there was a slight decrease in the expansion frequencies at later time points in the stationary phase, which is likely due to accumulation of deletions.
Together, these studies reveal replication and transcription initiation as the two major determinants of GAA/TTC stability in yeast. Both fragility and expansion are increased in replication and transcription initiation mutants, indicating existence of common intermediates that can drive both types of instability. Although fragility can happen in both dividing and nondividing cells, large-scale expansions are dependent on DNA replication.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have isolated 33 mutants prone to GAA/TTC fragility and large-scale expansions in yeast. Moreover, we uncovered the role for GAA/TTC tracts as initiators of transcription. The identity of the mutants, the ability of repeats to promote transcription and the analysis of breakage and expansion dynamics point toward mechanisms that govern GAA/TTC instability during and outside of S phase. Below we will discuss the results of the genome-wide screen according to the category of the revealed mutants.
Defect in DNA Replication
Intact replication machinery and replication-pausing checkpoint surveillance are required to maintain GAA/TTC repeat stability (Tables 1, 2, and S1). A model of how a defect in DNA replication can influence the propensity of GAA/TTC tracts to break and expand is presented on Figure 5I . It is likely that a deficiency in the structural components of the replisome such as Pola-Primase, Polε, Pold, RFC, PCNA, MCM, and Tof1-Csm3-Mrc1, results in the generation of long single-stranded regions on the template for lagging or leading strand synthesis. This creates optimal conditions for triplex formation. Conceivably, depletion of Dna2, Fen1, and PCNA impairs Okazaki fragment maturation and leaves an unprocessed flap that could be folded into a triplex. The secondary structure may be destroyed by components of the replication machinery such as the singlestrand DNA-binding protein RPA (Figure 5Ia) . Otherwise, the triplex could create a strong block for DNA synthesis. Consistent with this, using 2D gel analysis we found that in TET-RFA2 strains that exhibit the highest levels of fragility and expansions, replication progression through (GAA) 120 tract is impaired ( Figure S2 ). Triplex or triplex-arrested fork might be sensed and removed by the Rtt101-Mms1-Mms22 complex. Because Tof1-Csm3-Mrc1 complex also carries out checkpoint function (reviewed in Tourriè re and Pasero, 2007), we can not exclude that triplex-mediated arrest can also be under the surveillance of this replication-pausing machinery. If undetected, the triplex can cause template switch resulting in expansions (Figure 5Ib) . Alternatively, the secondary structure can be attacked by nucleases resulting in DSBs (Figure 5Ic) .
From the list of mutants associated with DNA replication that affect GAA/TTC stability it is important to pinpoint the deficiency in the ORC complex. The ORC complex is required for the initiation of DNA replication but it does not travel along with the replisome (reviewed in Prasanth et al., 2004) . The increase in breakage and expansions observed in these mutants can be explained in several ways. First, the ORC complex might be loaded at the GAA/TTC tract. This interaction could be promoted either by exposure of ssDNA due to triplex structure formation or the AT rich nature of the repeats. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated in Cos-1 cells that GAA/TTC tract can stimulate initiation of alternative replication on plasmid (Chandok et al., 2012) . Based on this observation, it is conceivable that binding of the OCR complex might destroy the triplex structure thereby stabilize the repeats. Second, ORC deficiency might lead to the assembly of a noncanonical and faulty replisome. Improper replication progression can result in the accumulation of persistent single-stranded regions where triplex structures can be formed. Third, in orc mutants, the GAA/TTC locus might not be replicated from the closest active origin, ARS507. It is possible that the replication machinery traveling from distant origins might be compromised and less processive. This can mimic what is happening when structural components of the replisome are hampered. The third explanation echoes data obtained in human cells where it was shown that fragility of FRA3B and FRA16D sites is suppressed when replication is initiated in these regions and is increased when the fragile sites are replicated by forks traveling from distant origins (Letessier et al., 2011) .
Defect in Telomere Maintenance
Somewhat surprisingly, in strains carrying ten1-DAmP, TET-TEN1, and TET-CDC13 alleles, rates of GAA/TTC fragility and expansions increased. Cdc13, Stn1, and Ten1 form a complex that plays a role in chromosome end protection, telomere replication, and regulation of telomerase (reviewed in GiraudPanis et al., 2010) . In cdc13 mutants, telomere uncapping leads to C-rich strand resection, accumulation of single-stranded DNA and activation of the Rad53 and Chk1-dependent checkpoint response (reviewed in Longhese, 2008) . One possible explanation among others for the effect of telomere dysfunction on repeat instability could be the sequestration of the replicationpausing checkpoint complex to the uncapped telomeres to counteract Exo1-mediated resection. It has been shown that telomere length is decreased in Dmrc1 mutants; and Dmrc1cdc13-1, Dtof1cdc13-1, or Dcsm3cdc13-1 double mutants show a synthetic growth defect (Grandin and Charbonneau, 2007; Tsolou and Lydall, 2007) . Moreover, the growth defect and the amount of degradation are reduced in Dmrc1cdc13-1 strains when Exo1 nuclease is removed (Tsolou and Lydall, 2007) . These data indicate that the Mrc1-Tof1-Csm3 complex protects uncapped telomeres by inhibiting DNA resection. Hence, it is possible that telomere uncapping can sequester the replication-pausing complex from the replication fork to single-stranded regions in ten1-DAmP, TET-TEN1, and TET-CDC13 strains thereby creating a paucity of Mrc1-Tof1-Csm3 in the replisome. As discussed above, this deficiency can cause accumulation of single-stranded DNA regions at the replication fork or compromise checkpoint response when the replisome encounters the triplex barrier. Also, we can not exclude the possibility of Ten1-Stn1-Cdc13 binding the repeats or the triplex structure and influencing the tract stability.
Defect in Transcription Initiation
Transcription initiation mutants are the second largest group of mutants that predispose repeats for both breakage and largescale expansions. In yeast, transcription initiation and start site selection by RNA polymerase II require the activity of several general transcription factors, including TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, and TFIIF complexes. TFIID is specifically important for transcription from TATA-less promoters that contain AT-rich regulatory sequences (reviewed in Hahn and Young, 2011) . GAA/TTC tracts, similar to poly-AT sequences, bind nucleosomes poorly (Ruan and Wang, 2008; Russell et al., 1983; Struhl, 1985) and thus likely generate nucleosome-depleted regions, a feature of many sites in yeast chromosomes where transcription is initiated (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2009) . In this study, we found that Sua7 binds to GAA/TTC tracts ( Figure S1D ). Moreover, GAA/ TTC repeats serve as a promoter element and drive transcription of the TRP1 ORF. These data demonstrate that in yeast, GAA/ TTC sequences are target sites for binding of the transcription factors that trigger mRNA synthesis. Interestingly, although the underlying mechanism is not known, in Mycoplasma gallisepticum, GAA/TTC tracts located upstream of the putative promoter for the M9 gene also promote transcription in a repeat lengthdependent manner (Glew et al., 2000 and references therein) . In human fibroblast cells, FXN antisense transcript was detected, which is elevated in FRDA patients with expanded alleles, suggesting that these repeats might play a role in transcription initiation (De Biase et al., 2009) .
We found that fragility, in contrast to expansions, occurs in nondividing cells that are preferentially arrested at the G1 stage of the cell cycle. This observation is consistent with data obtained by Tang et al. (2011) , who demonstrated that mitotic crossover induced by GAA tracts in diploid cells is likely due to DSB at the G1 stage. Moreover, we showed that fragility and expansions are elevated in transcription initiation mutants during active division and fragility is further amplified in stationary phase. How can a deficiency in transcription initiation machineries destabilize repeat tracts? One possible explanation is that triplex formation outside of the S phase, likely during the G1 stage of the cell cycle, can be counteracted by transcription initiation factors binding to the GAA/TTC region. In mutants defective in transcription initiation, the triplex can Table S5. persist and be attacked by a nuclease leading to DSB. If the structure survives until S phase, template switch (as described above) could result in large-scale expansions. This model leaves the question of how a triplex can be formed in nondividing cells and does not explain why breaks accumulate whereas cells are arrested in the stationary phase. Another explanation that accommodates results from other studies includes accelerated accumulation of R-loops in the GAA/TTC region when transcription initiation is abnormal ( Figure 5II ). It has been shown that GAA/TTC tracts are poor substrates for RNA polymerase II progression (Grabczyk and Usdin, 2000; Krasilnikova et al., 2007) and readily accumulate recombinagenic R-loops (McIvor et al., 2010; Reddy et al., 2011) . A lack of components of TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, and TFIIF complexes can lead to the loading of the hampered transcription elongation machinery. In mutants, abortive transcription can lead to futile cycles of RNA synthesis inside GAA/TTC tracts, RNA polymerase trapping, and more efficient R-loop production culminating in increased DNA breakage in nondividing cells (Figure 5IIa) . In dividing cells, trapped RNA polymerase has been shown to be an obstacle for replication progression (Mirkin et al., 2006) . Collision of the replication machinery with RNA polymerase at the noncanonical promoter can cause removal of this barrier and unwinding of R-loops (Figure 5IIb ). Alternatively, replication bypass via template switch can generate large-scale expansions (Figure 5IIc) or the block and persistent R-loops can culminate in DSBs (Figure 5IId ). There are several observations that are in agreement with this model. First, breaks are higher in cells arrested in stationary phase than in cells that actively divide (Figure 3 ). This indicates that intact replication acts as a preventing force for fragility. Second, there is a timedependent accumulation of GAA/TTCmediated DSBs during stationary phase. This points toward a dynamic process promoting fragility where transcription is the most likely mechanism. Third, unlike fragility, large-scale expansions do not occur in nondividing cells and require DNA replication (Figure 4) . Fourth, increase in the size of repeats from 20 to 400 leads to a decrease in TRP1 expression level, indicating that longer tracts are more problematic templates for RNA polymerase progression, or longer R-loops prevent efficient translation.
Conclusions and Implications for the Human Genome Stability
We found several pathways that determine GAA/TTC stability and operate in dividing and nondividing yeast cells. Intact replication machinery is required to prevent increased breakage and expansion of the repeat tracts in dividing cells. In humans, it would indicate that carriers of the hypomorphic alleles of replication-associated genes should be highly predisposed for acquiring GAA/TTC expansions as well as for repeat-mediated-chromosomal breakage and rearrangements. Remarkably, we found that proper origin firing and telomere metabolism are also important for maintaining stability of the repeats. Dysfunctions of these processes can contribute to tissue-and cell-dependent instability in human cells. It is becoming evident that cells from different tissue types differ in replication initiation patterns and replication timing (Hansen et al., 2010; Ryba et al., 2010) . Therefore, the potential of GAA/TTC tracts for instability can be dependent on the location of the repeat tract in the particular tissue-specific replicon. We also propose that GAA/TTC stability should be compromised in cells experiencing telomere crisis such as aging or cancer cells. Our finding that GAA/TTC tracts attract transcription factors and promote mRNA synthesis has dual implications for the metabolism of repeat tracts in human cells. First, R-loop formation in the expanded tracts might not require GAA/TTC region to be transcribed from an outside promoter. This conjecture also suggests that if tracts are located inside an ORF, GAA/TTC repeats can produce antisense RNA. As proposed by Tufarelli (2006) In humans, repeats can expand in nondividing neuronal cells (De Biase et al., 2007a) and in confluent embryonic kidney cell lines where it was demonstrated that transcription promotes expansions (Ditch et al., 2009) . We found that although fragility of repeats is increased in nondividing yeast cells and involves transcription process, large-scale expansions require cell proliferation. The question that remains to be answered is whether transcription-associated fragility in nondividing cells can result in large-scale expansions. The obvious difference between the yeast system used in this study and human cells is ploidy. Whether fragility in arrested yeast cells promotes expansions when a homologous chromosome carrying an additional copy of GAA/TTC tracts is present remains to be tested. The identification of the nuclease that creates breaks in repeats in nondividing cells is also an important avenue for future studies.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Yeast Strains
The three collections of tester strains: yTHC, DAmP, YKO strains, were purchased from Open Biosystems. The genotype of the query strain, HMK246, used in the screen is: MATa, V34205::lys2::(GAA) 230 , V29617::hphMX. The strains whose fragility was assessed have the following genotype: MATa, V34205::ADE2, lys2::(GAA) n. The details of the constructions of all strains used in this study are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Schematics of the Genome-wide Screen
The scheme was adapted from Tong et al. (2001) with modifications. MATa query strains marked with hphMX and MATa tester strains carrying kanMX were patched on YPD plates overnight. Query strains were patched in duplicates. Strains were crossed on YPD overnight and selected on medium containing 300 mg/l G418 and 300 mg/l hygromycin B for diploids. Sporulation was induced by replica plating cells to sporulation medium for 5 days. Yeast were transferred to histidine drop-out plates supplemented with 5 mg/l cycloheximide for 2 days. Because the query strain carries a mating type-specific reporter MFA1pr-HIS3 and a recessive mutation rpl28-Q38K that provides resistance to cycloheximide, this procedure allows selecting for MATa haploid progeny. This step was repeated to assure the selection of haploids. Haploids harboring both GAA/TTC tracts and mutated genes were selected on medium containing G418 and hygromycin B. Cells were then either replica plated to canavanine plates (for YKO, yTHC, and DAmP libraries), or first to medium containing 2 mg/ml doxycycline and then to canavanine plates (for yTHC library). After incubation for 3 days, the effect of the mutants was evaluated based on the amount of revertants on canavanine plates compared with the wildtype level.
Measurement of GAA/TTC Fragility and Expansion Rates
Strains were grown on YPD plates for 3 days; a minimum of 14 independent colonies for each strain were taken for fluctuation tests to calculate the rates of fragility or expansions. Because GAA/TTC repeats are prone to size variations, only the colonies with the correct tract sizes (prescreened by PCR) were used for calculation. See details in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
To monitor GAA/TTC fragility and expansion in actively dividing and nondividing cells, approximately five yeast cells were inoculated in 5 ml YPD. Samples were taken at indicated time-points for fluctuation tests.
A minimum of eight cultures were used in the experiments for each strain. Frequencies instead of rates were compared between the actively dividing and arrested cells.
DSB Detection
Cells were embedded into agarose plugs (0.8% agarose) at a concentration of 24 3 10 8 cells/ml. Contour-clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) gel was used to separate the broken left arm of chromosome V from the intact chromosome V. Chromosomes were separated at 14 C in a 1% agarose gel in 0.53 Tris/Borate/EDTA (TBE) for 28 hr at 6 V/cm (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper XA). The included angle was 120 , the initial and final switching times were 12.56 s and 17.35 s, respectively. The gel was transferred to a nylon membrane at 6 V in 0.53 TBE for 5 hr using the Genie electrophoresis blotter (Idea Scientific). HPA3-specific probe was used for Southern hybridization at 67 C overnight. The membrane was washed twice in washing buffer (0.13 SSC, 0.1% SDS) at 70 C and was exposed to Kodak BioMax film. The hybridization signals were quantified using the Carestream Molecular Imaging System software.
Analysis of the Ability of GAA/TTC Repeats to Serve as Promoter Elements
Strains were grown on YPD for 3 days. The sizes of the repeat tracts were verified before 10-fold serial dilutions were spotted on plates. The plates were incubated at 30 C for 1 day on SDC and -Trp media and for 4 days on 0.75 g/l 5-FAA-containing media.
2D Gel Analysis, ChIP, and qPCR Replication intermediates were detected using 2D gel analysis and southern blot hybridization. ChIP and qPCR were employed to determine binding of Sua7 to the GAA/TTC tracts. All details for these procedures are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. 
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